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nearby UK nuclear sitesnearby UK nuclear sites



Childhood Leukemias Childhood Leukemias 
near UK nuclear facilitiesnear UK nuclear facilities

nn in 1980s and 1990s, large increases found in 1980s and 1990s, large increases found 
near Dounreay, Windscale, Burghfieldnear Dounreay, Windscale, Burghfield
COMARE said were not due to radiation COMARE said were not due to radiation nn COMARE said were not due to radiation COMARE said were not due to radiation 
as doses were too low x 300as doses were too low x 300

nn debate fizzled outdebate fizzled out
nn nono--one had the expertise to challenge one had the expertise to challenge 

COMARECOMARE
nn Reay v BNFL Reay v BNFL –– plaintiffs lostplaintiffs lost



KiKK Report in Germany in 2008 KiKK Report in Germany in 2008 
KKinderkrebs inderkrebs iin der Umgebung von n der Umgebung von KKernernKKraftwerkenraftwerken

Kaatsch P, Spix C, SchulzeKaatsch P, Spix C, Schulze--Rath R, Schmiedel S, Blettner M. 2008. Rath R, Schmiedel S, Blettner M. 2008. Leukaemias in young children living in the vicinity of German nuclear power Leukaemias in young children living in the vicinity of German nuclear power 
plants. Int J Cancer 122:721plants. Int J Cancer 122:721––726.726.

Spix C, Schmiedel S, Kaatsch P, SchulzeSpix C, Schmiedel S, Kaatsch P, Schulze--Rath R, Blettner M. 2008. CaseRath R, Blettner M. 2008. Case––control study on childhood cancer in the vicinity of nuclcontrol study on childhood cancer in the vicinity of nuclear power ear power 
plants in Germany 1980plants in Germany 1980––2003. Eur J Cancer 44:2752003. Eur J Cancer 44:275––284.284.

••reignited the debatereignited the debate

•• huge controversy in Germanyhuge controversy in Germany

•• almost unknown in UKalmost unknown in UK



KiKK Study: 2008 KiKK Study: 2008 

nn very large study of cancer incidence near very large study of cancer incidence near 
all (16) German nuclear reactorsall (16) German nuclear reactors

nn commissioned by German Governmentcommissioned by German Governmentnn commissioned by German Governmentcommissioned by German Government
nn 120% increased risk of infant leukemia120% increased risk of infant leukemia
nn 60% increased risk of tumours in babies60% increased risk of tumours in babies
nn strongly linked to living near reactorsstrongly linked to living near reactors
nn validity accepted by German Governmentvalidity accepted by German Government



The closer to reactor The closer to reactor –– the greater the greater 
the risk of child leukemiathe risk of child leukemia

Kaatsch et al., Int J Cancer, 2008



Do Other Studies Show this? Do Other Studies Show this? 
YesYes

(1) Laurier D et al  (2008) Epidemiological studies of (1) Laurier D et al  (2008) Epidemiological studies of 
leukaemia in children and young adults around nuclear leukaemia in children and young adults around nuclear 

facilities: a critical review. Radiat Prot Dosimetry 132(2):182facilities: a critical review. Radiat Prot Dosimetry 132(2):182--
90. 90. REVIEWED 26 MULTIREVIEWED 26 MULTI--SITE STUDIESSITE STUDIES90. 90. REVIEWED 26 MULTIREVIEWED 26 MULTI--SITE STUDIESSITE STUDIES

(2) Laurier D, Bard D (1999) Epidemiologic studies of (2) Laurier D, Bard D (1999) Epidemiologic studies of 
leukemia among persons under 25 years of age living near leukemia among persons under 25 years of age living near 

nuclear sites. Epidemiol Rev 21(2):188nuclear sites. Epidemiol Rev 21(2):188--206. 206. LISTED 50 LISTED 50 
STUDIES (36 SINGLE AND 14 MULTISTUDIES (36 SINGLE AND 14 MULTI--SITE)SITE)

IE, OVER 60 STUDIES!IE, OVER 60 STUDIES!



What do the 26 latest studies show What do the 26 latest studies show 
re child leukemias?re child leukemias?

LeukemiasLeukemias IncreaseIncrease
observedobserved

NotNot
observedobserved

%%

number of datasetsnumber of datasets 1919 77 73%73%

from table 1 of Laurier D et al  (2008)from table 1 of Laurier D et al  (2008)

number of datasetsnumber of datasets 1919 77 73%73%
statistically significant statistically significant 
increases (p=0.05)increases (p=0.05)

66 11 85%85%

Conclusion: a steady pattern of leukemia increases near NPPsConclusion: a steady pattern of leukemia increases near NPPs
NB many technical reasons for not observing an increase:NB many technical reasons for not observing an increase:
Ie absence of evidence is NOT evidence of absenceIe absence of evidence is NOT evidence of absence



What do Gov’t advisors say?What do Gov’t advisors say?

nn estimated estimated radiation doses from radiation doses from 
NPPs are far too low to cause the NPPs are far too low to cause the 
observed cancers observed cancers observed cancers observed cancers 

nn 100 100 –– 1,000 times too low1,000 times too low
nn but, estimates not measurementsbut, estimates not measurements
nn could they be wrong?could they be wrong?



Large uncertainties: why? Large uncertainties: why? 
many models are usedmany models are used

nn Environmental models Environmental models 
(behaviour of nuclides in environment)(behaviour of nuclides in environment)

nn Biokinetic models Biokinetic models 
(uptake/retention of nuclides in humans)(uptake/retention of nuclides in humans)(uptake/retention of nuclides in humans)(uptake/retention of nuclides in humans)

nn Dosimetric models Dosimetric models 
(convert Bq to mGy: mSv)(convert Bq to mGy: mSv)

nn Weighting factors Weighting factors (tissue W(tissue WTT and radiation Wand radiation WRR))

OFFICIAL DOSES HAVE MANY UNCERTAINTIES OFFICIAL DOSES HAVE MANY UNCERTAINTIES 
see CERRIE Report see CERRIE Report www.cerrie.orgwww.cerrie.org



Large Uncertainties in Doses Large Uncertainties in Doses 
Goossens LHJ, Harper FT, Harrison JD, Hora SC, Kraan BCP, Cooke RM (1998) Probabilistic Accident Consequence Goossens LHJ, Harper FT, Harrison JD, Hora SC, Kraan BCP, Cooke RM (1998) Probabilistic Accident Consequence 

Uncertainty Analysis: Uncertainty Assessment for Internal Dosimetry: Main Report. Prepared for U.S. Nuclear Uncertainty Analysis: Uncertainty Assessment for Internal Dosimetry: Main Report. Prepared for U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555--0001, USA. And for Commission of the European Communities, DG XII 0001, USA. And for Commission of the European Communities, DG XII 

and XI, Band XI, B--I049 Brussels Belgium. NUREG/CRI049 Brussels Belgium. NUREG/CR--6571 EUR 16773.6571 EUR 16773.

NuclideNuclide IntakeIntake OrganOrgan U Range U Range = (ratio = (ratio 
of 95of 95thth/5/5thth percentiles)percentiles)

PuPu--239239 ingestioningestion red bone red bone 1,3001,300PuPu--239239 ingestioningestion red bone red bone 
marrowmarrow

1,3001,300

SrSr--9090 inhalationinhalation lungs lungs 5,3005,300

CeCe--144 144 inhalationinhalation red bone red bone 
marrowmarrow

8,5008,500

PuPu--239239 ingestioningestion bone surfacebone surface 20,00020,000



So, radiation exposures So, radiation exposures 
couldcould be a causebe a causecouldcould be a causebe a cause



A possible biologicalA possible biological mechanism to mechanism to 
explain KiKK findingsexplain KiKK findings

nn episodic spikes in reactor releasesepisodic spikes in reactor releases

nn high concentrations in pregnant womenhigh concentrations in pregnant womennn high concentrations in pregnant womenhigh concentrations in pregnant women

nn large doses to embryos/fetuseslarge doses to embryos/fetuses

nn babies are born prebabies are born pre--leukemicleukemic

nn after 1after 1--2 years, develop full leukemia2 years, develop full leukemia





Tritium doses from Tritium doses from ingestioningestion
(EU RODOS Model) in mSv(EU RODOS Model) in mSv

8th Meeting of the IAEA (EMRAS) Tritium & C8th Meeting of the IAEA (EMRAS) Tritium & C--14 Working Group14 Working Group
May 30 May 30 -- June 1, 2007 June 1, 2007 -- Bucharest, Romania (http://www.nipne.ro/emras/)Bucharest, Romania (http://www.nipne.ro/emras/)



Estimated tritium levels in cow’s milkEstimated tritium levels in cow’s milk
(EU RODOS Model) (EU RODOS Model) OBTOBT Bq/kgBq/kg

8th Meeting of the IAEA (EMRAS) Tritium & C8th Meeting of the IAEA (EMRAS) Tritium & C--14 Working Group14 Working Group
May 30 May 30 -- June 1, 2007 June 1, 2007 -- Bucharest, Romania (http://www.nipne.ro/emras/)Bucharest, Romania (http://www.nipne.ro/emras/)



Main Radioactive Releases to AirMain Radioactive Releases to Air
from UK Nuclear Facilitiesfrom UK Nuclear Facilities

nn tritium (radioactive water vapour) tritium (radioactive water vapour) 
nn noble gases (mainly Kr, Ar, Xe)noble gases (mainly Kr, Ar, Xe)
nn carboncarbon--1414
nn iodineiodine--131, iodine131, iodine--129 …129 …
nn some particulatessome particulates



Tritium levels in food near NPPsTritium levels in food near NPPs



What is tritium?What is tritium?

nn the radioactive isotope of hydrogenthe radioactive isotope of hydrogen

nn as water  as water  33HH--OO--HHnn as water  as water  HH--OO--HH

nn tritium = radioactive watertritium = radioactive water

nn detected by none of our sensesdetected by none of our senses



Hazardous Properties Hazardous Properties Tritium =Tritium = √ √ 
(after Dr Gerald Kirchner) (after Dr Gerald Kirchner) 

1.1. large releases to environment large releases to environment √√
2.2. rapid nuclide transport and cycling in biosphere rapid nuclide transport and cycling in biosphere √√
3.3. high solubility high solubility √√
4.4. many environmental pathways to humans many environmental pathways to humans √√
5.5. rapid molecular exchange rates (ie very fast intakes) rapid molecular exchange rates (ie very fast intakes) √√5.5. rapid molecular exchange rates (ie very fast intakes) rapid molecular exchange rates (ie very fast intakes) √√
6.6. high uptake to blood after intake high uptake to blood after intake √√
7.7. organic binding in biota organic binding in biota √√
8.8. long biological halflong biological half--life in humans life in humans √√
9.9. long radiological halflong radiological half--life life √√
10.10. global distribution global distribution √√
11.11. long nuclide decay chains with radiotoxic daughterslong nuclide decay chains with radiotoxic daughters
12.12. high radiotoxicity (ie large dose coefficient) high radiotoxicity (ie large dose coefficient) (√)(√)



SellafieldSellafield



Sellafield B215 Highly Active Waste Sellafield B215 Highly Active Waste 
Tanks: extremely dangerousTanks: extremely dangerous

nn 1,000 m1,000 m33 HAW in 21 large tanksHAW in 21 large tanks
(volume of 3,000 washing machines)(volume of 3,000 washing machines)
nn staggering total of ~14 Exabecquerels staggering total of ~14 Exabecquerels 

ie 14,000,000,000,000,000,000 Bq of ie 14,000,000,000,000,000,000 Bq of ie 14,000,000,000,000,000,000 Bq of ie 14,000,000,000,000,000,000 Bq of 
radioactivityradioactivity

nn ~80x radioactivity released by Chernobyl ~80x radioactivity released by Chernobyl 
nn huge amount of heat is generatedhuge amount of heat is generated
nn therefore each tank must have 7 independent therefore each tank must have 7 independent 

cooling systemscooling systems



Sellafield B215 HAW Inventory Sellafield B215 HAW Inventory 

Main NuclidesMain Nuclides TBq/mTBq/m33 TBqTBq
CaesiumCaesium--137137 6,2806,280 6,280,0006,280,000
StrontiumStrontium--9090 4,6104,610 4,610,0004,610,000
PromethiumPromethium--147147 2,1502,150 2,150,0002,150,000PromethiumPromethium--147147 2,1502,150 2,150,0002,150,000
RutheniumRuthenium--106106 194194 194,000194,000
CaesiumCaesium--134134 175175 175,000175,000
CeriumCerium--144144 140140 140,000140,000
AntimonyAntimony--125125 102102 102,000102,000
AmericiumAmericium--241241 6868 68,00068,000
~TOTAL~TOTAL ~13,700,000~13,700,000



Nuclear Installations Inspectorate in 2008: Nuclear Installations Inspectorate in 2008: 
“…the risks of something serious happening “…the risks of something serious happening 
in Sellafield’s old plants are in Sellafield’s old plants are far too high…far too high…””



Norwegian Radiation Protection Authority Norwegian Radiation Protection Authority 
2009 report2009 report



Norwegian Radiation Protection Norwegian Radiation Protection 
AuthorityAuthority

“Consequences in Norway of a hypothetical accident at “Consequences in Norway of a hypothetical accident at 
Sellafield:potential release Sellafield:potential release –– transport and fallout”transport and fallout”

nn NRPA modeled release to air of 1% of NRPA modeled release to air of 1% of nn NRPA modeled release to air of 1% of NRPA modeled release to air of 1% of 
Sellafield’s HAW from B215 Sellafield’s HAW from B215 

nn plume travels ~500 miles across North Sea plume travels ~500 miles across North Sea 
to Norwayto Norway

nn fallout in Norway 5 x higher than from fallout in Norway 5 x higher than from 
ChernobylChernobyl



Norwegian Modelled PlumeNorwegian Modelled Plume
Fallout of CsFallout of Cs--137 (Bq/m2) after a worst case accident releasing 10 % 137 (Bq/m2) after a worst case accident releasing 10 % 

of the inventory from the High Activity Storage Tanks at Sellafieldof the inventory from the High Activity Storage Tanks at Sellafield



QuestionsQuestions

nn Why have NIEA and RPII not repeated this Why have NIEA and RPII not repeated this 
exercise for Ireland? exercise for Ireland? 

nn Why have NIEA and RPII kept silent on this?Why have NIEA and RPII kept silent on this?nn Why have NIEA and RPII kept silent on this?Why have NIEA and RPII kept silent on this?
nn Why have the Ireland and Northern Ireland Why have the Ireland and Northern Ireland 

Governments kept silent on this?Governments kept silent on this?

Councils may wish to ask their Governments (and Councils may wish to ask their Governments (and 
NIEA, RPII) for their views on NRPA’s reportNIEA, RPII) for their views on NRPA’s report



SellafieldSellafield

Not just huge accident potentialNot just huge accident potentialNot just huge accident potentialNot just huge accident potential
Massive routine discharges as wellMassive routine discharges as well



Radioactive Emissions to air from Radioactive Emissions to air from 
Sellafield (estimates) 2008 Sellafield (estimates) 2008 MBqMBq

KryptonKrypton--8585 10.7 y10.7 y 26,000,000,00026,000,000,000

Tritium (HydrogenTritium (Hydrogen--3)3) 12.3 y12.3 y 140,000,000140,000,000

CarbonCarbon--1414 5,730 y5,730 y 69,00069,000

IodineIodine--129129 14,000,000 y14,000,000 y 5,8005,800IodineIodine--129129 14,000,000 y14,000,000 y 5,8005,800

IodineIodine--131131 8.3 days8.3 days 630630

Plutonium 241   βPlutonium 241   β 14.4 y14.4 y 262262

CaesiumCaesium--137137 30.1 y30.1 y 130130

StrontiumStrontium--9090 28.9 y28.9 y 3838

Plutonium α isotopesPlutonium α isotopes 24,400 y (main)24,400 y (main) 2323

AmAm--241+ Cu241+ Cu--242242 432 y 163432 y 163 1717



Radioactive Discharges Radioactive Discharges 
to Irish Sea in 2008 to Irish Sea in 2008 -- MBqMBq

Tritium (HydrogenTritium (Hydrogen--3)3) 12.3 y12.3 y 778,000,000778,000,000

Uranium α isotopesUranium α isotopes 4,500,000,000 y4,500,000,000 y 276,000,000276,000,000

CarbonCarbon--1414 5,730 y5,730 y 7,200,0007,200,000

CaesiumCaesium--137137 30.1 y30.1 y 5,100,0005,100,000

TechnetiumTechnetium--9999 211,000 y211,000 y 2,400,0002,400,000

Plutonium 241   βPlutonium 241   β 14.4 y14.4 y 2,400,0002,400,000Plutonium 241   βPlutonium 241   β 14.4 y14.4 y 2,400,0002,400,000

StrontiumStrontium--9090 28.9 y28.9 y 1,700,0001,700,000

RutheniumRuthenium--106106 1 y1 y 1,400,0001,400,000

IodineIodine--129129 15,700,000 y15,700,000 y 200,000200,000

CaesiumCaesium--134134 2 y2 y 115,000115,000

Plutonium α isotopesPlutonium α isotopes 24,00024,000 108,000108,000

CobaltCobalt--6060 5.3 y5.3 y 72,10072,100

NeptuniumNeptunium--237237 2,100,000 y2,100,000 y 43,00043,000

AmericiumAmericium--241241 432 y432 y 30,00030,000



Irish SeaIrish Sea

nn Most radioactively contaminated sea in the Most radioactively contaminated sea in the 
worldworld

nn 500 to 700 kilograms of Pu on bottom of 500 to 700 kilograms of Pu on bottom of nn 500 to 700 kilograms of Pu on bottom of 500 to 700 kilograms of Pu on bottom of 
Irish Sea; more added each yearIrish Sea; more added each year

nn Pu tied to sediments? But Pu recirculationPu tied to sediments? But Pu recirculation
nn Result: Ireland shores/seafoods are Result: Ireland shores/seafoods are 

contaminatedcontaminated





Radioactivity Concentrations in Radioactivity Concentrations in 
Northern Ireland Northern Ireland Bq/kgBq/kg

from table 8.5(a) RIFE 2008from table 8.5(a) RIFE 2008
LocationLocation AmAm--241 in 241 in 

mud/sandmud/sand
CsCs--137 in 137 in 
mud/sandmud/sand

Oldmill BayOldmill Bay <16<16 5757

Carlingford LoughCarlingford Lough 1313 4545Carlingford LoughCarlingford Lough 1313 4545

Strangford LoughStrangford Lough
-- Nicky’s PointNicky’s Point

9.09.0 3737

BallymacormickBallymacormick 1212 1515

Dundrum BayDundrum Bay <2.3<2.3 5.45.4

CarrichueCarrichue 0.370.37 1.51.5

PortrushPortrush <1.4<1.4 0.720.72



Radioactivity Concentrations in Radioactivity Concentrations in 
Northern Ireland Northern Ireland Bq/kgBq/kg

from table 8.5(a) RIFE 2008from table 8.5(a) RIFE 2008
LocationLocation TcTc--99 in 99 in 

fucus sppfucus spp
(seaweed)(seaweed)

TcTc--99 in 99 in 
seafoodsseafoods
(lobsters)(lobsters)

PuPu--238/239 in 238/239 in 
winkles,winkles,

musselsmussels

ArdglassArdglass 770 770 (wet)(wet)ArdglassArdglass 770 770 (wet)(wet)

Carlingford LoughCarlingford Lough 120 120 (wet)(wet)

BallycastleBallycastle 130 130 (wet)(wet)

KilkeelKilkeel 29 29 (wet)(wet)

Carlingford LoughCarlingford Lough 20 20 (wet)(wet)

MinerstownMinerstown 0.11 0.11 (wet)(wet)

Carlingford LoughCarlingford Lough 0.31 0.31 (wet)(wet)



The Guardian The Guardian 
Monday 8 March 2010Monday 8 March 2010

EDF nuclear reactor carries EDF nuclear reactor carries EDF nuclear reactor carries EDF nuclear reactor carries 
ChernobylChernobyl--size explosion risksize explosion risk



LoadLoad--Following: Following: 
causes unsafe design of new causes unsafe design of new 

EPR reactorsEPR reactors

nn According to leaked EDF/Areva docs, According to leaked EDF/Areva docs, 
during EPR lowduring EPR low--power operation power operation –– there is there is 

nn According to leaked EDF/Areva docs, According to leaked EDF/Areva docs, 
during EPR lowduring EPR low--power operation power operation –– there is there is 
an increased accident riskan increased accident risk

nn Due to the reactor’s loadDue to the reactor’s load--following modefollowing mode
nn Potentially very dangerousPotentially very dangerous
nn Chernobyl explosion caused by Chernobyl explosion caused by 

experimenting with low power modesexperimenting with low power modes



LoadLoad--Following Following --
the nub of the matterthe nub of the matter

nn France has so much nuclear capacity that at France has so much nuclear capacity that at 
night when v low electricity demand, there is night when v low electricity demand, there is 
a real problem a real problem –– can’t loadcan’t load--follow and can’t follow and can’t 
switch offswitch offswitch offswitch off

nn So EdF sells much of its nightSo EdF sells much of its night--time electricity time electricity 
at v low prices to Spain, Germany, Italy, UK  at v low prices to Spain, Germany, Italy, UK  

nn Still not enoughStill not enough
nn Hence EPR was designed to follow loadHence EPR was designed to follow load



Daily electricity demandDaily electricity demand



EPR’s unsafe loadEPR’s unsafe load--following design following design 
nn EPR permits loadEPR permits load--following by control rods but following by control rods but 

requires controlling the surge of fast neutrons at requires controlling the surge of fast neutrons at 
low power modeslow power modes

nn If the spike becomes established, then the If the spike becomes established, then the 
control rods have to be rapidly inserted control rods have to be rapidly inserted 

nn But hydrodynamic resisting forces are generated But hydrodynamic resisting forces are generated 
in control rod slotsin control rod slotsin control rod slotsin control rod slots

nn Localised boiling also occurs and results in yet Localised boiling also occurs and results in yet 
more fast neutronsmore fast neutrons

nn Pressure may result in ejection of control rods Pressure may result in ejection of control rods 
through reactor lidthrough reactor lid

nn ie aie a large loss of coolant (LOCA)large loss of coolant (LOCA)
nn hope reactor emergency shutdown doesn’t fail hope reactor emergency shutdown doesn’t fail 
nn rod ejection results in broken fuel rods and an rod ejection results in broken fuel rods and an 

increased risk of criticalityincreased risk of criticality





World’s first tidal stream turbineWorld’s first tidal stream turbine



Seagen Turbine  Seagen Turbine  -- Strangford Loch Strangford Loch 

nn installed April 2008installed April 2008
nn operates as underwater windmill operates as underwater windmill 
nn turbine's twin rotors propelled by fast turbine's twin rotors propelled by fast 

tidal flowstidal flowstidal flowstidal flows
nn generates 1.2 megawatts supplying the generates 1.2 megawatts supplying the 

equivalent of 1,000 homesequivalent of 1,000 homes
nn developed by scientists at Queens Univdeveloped by scientists at Queens Univ
nn http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/articlehttp://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article--1258097/Tidal1258097/Tidal--powerpower--provideprovide--

energyenergy--15m15m--homeshomes--2050.html#ixzz0iMjNBLlS2050.html#ixzz0iMjNBLlS



Strangford LoughStrangford Lough



OSPAR Ministerial Meeting OSPAR Ministerial Meeting 
2020--24 September 2010, Bergen24 September 2010, Bergen

nn Why is UK not living up to Why is UK not living up to 
commitment to zero commitment to zero 
discharges by 2020?discharges by 2020?discharges by 2020?discharges by 2020?

nn Magnox reprocessing Magnox reprocessing 
closure delayed from 2012 closure delayed from 2012 
to >2016to >2016

nn THORP closure was THORP closure was 
expected 2010expected 2010--16, now 16, now 
>2020>2020



Thanks to NFLA for invitationThanks to NFLA for invitation


